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Special thanks to Kelsey Pate for giving the Lumberjanes their name.
GASP!

SNAP!

RUSTLE

RUSTLE
April, the only thing we found by the lake were gross spiders—
    So we came looking for you...
    Because the spiders were so gross—
    But mostly because we couldn't find anything.

Just keep it down, will ya?
Yeah, this is a stealth mission, ya dweebs.

We're never going to figure this out if we can't even find—

Ahhhoorr

BOOM!! STUDIOS
Looks like something found us instead.

Mal, what do you think?

Little Red formation?

April?

To Grand Mother's House we go!

Guys, that wasn't the... I mean... ok, this is happening. I guess.
Molly, look out!

What?...
Where's Ripley?!
WHAT WACKED-UP EYES YOU HAAAAAVE!

All the better to punch you in! Yeah!

Punch!

POOF!

What the Junk?